1st November 2016 – Aba Sadiq [as] – Questions and Answers

NorhanKQ: Ayat Allah asks: When do I know if I am ready?
NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s answers: You know you are ready when the father pbuh says to you kill yourself or jump off the building or the mountain, but you dont feel scared or hesistant
NorhanKQ: and this is easy by words..but by action it is hard
NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s says Allah does not change a people until they change themselves. And change and ability to submit will come according to your faith

NorhanKQ: Someone asks: How did Moses a.s become the third Mahdi after he wasnt able to be patient with the righteous servant pbuh
NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s says and if the same happened with the rest of the Prophets a.s they would have done the same thing

NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s. says
Norhan KQ: Imam Mahdi sawas speaks with the languages of all creation, not just humans
NorhanKQ: And I am not charged with this at this stage
NorhanKQ: The guest asks: So if you got charged by it?
NorhanKQ: Aba Alsadiq a.s. says Muhammad sawas and alHussein a.s. are the companions of this matter.
NorhanKQ: someone asks: Do all the Mahdis and the forty in this stage know themseleves true knowing?
NorhanKQ: Aba alSadiq a.s. says: "Not all of them, but there are couple of important matters. The Father a.s. guarantees that they succeed, and guarantess their souls and bodies and selves"
NorhanKQ: And the second matter is what I said in the lecture. The father sawas has not brought out yet all what is with him. We are still in the beginning of the road.
NorhanKQ: Someone asked a question about Jesus a.s. (couldn’t catch it), Aba alsadiq a.s. replied: “And the narrations also mention the emergence of the prophets front the tombs and graves. But Jesus a.s. in this age was re-born. And Allah had already taken his life in his time. And he was martyred in his incarnation as AlAbbas a.s. ”

NorhanKQ: Aba alSadiq a.s. says: “In the beginning of his matter, only 50 women will give victory to the Qa’im a.s. But later a lot of the pure women will give him victory. And from the 50 are Zaynab a.s. and Fatima a.s, and Mary a.s, and and and”

NorhanKQ: Someone asked: When the believer is martyred where does his soul go and live

NorhanKQ: Aba alSadiq a.s. says: the soul, if it has completed its rounds, then it would be its day of resurrection and its day of judgement. But if it did not finish its rounds yet, then it becomes with the rest of the souls under the Throne”

NorhanKQ: Brother Thafeer asked: “The three Mahdis a.s. have used the will as a proof upon the people, and their names are mentioned in it. But what about the rest of the seven Mahdis whose names were not mentioned, what will they use upon the people?

NorhanKQ: Aba alSadiq a.s. says: Yes they will use the complete will as a proof, the complete will which is written by the pen of the commander of the believers a.s., the original will which is with my father sawas.

NorhanKQ: Someone asked can I make istikhara to know my incarnation? Aba alSadiq a.s. says: No it is not possible.
Someone asked: “My master can you tell us more about the 50 women and their tasks?
Abu al-Sadiq a.s. says they spread the call in the beginning of the matter, and some of them are better than some of the prophets, and in the battlefield they heal the wounded

Someone asks: In the book AlHaft alShareef it is mentioned that the first thing to have been created is the Shadow Light. I want to know my master who is the Shadow Light
Abu al-Sadiq a.s. says in fact the worlds are many, and there are other worlds than the world of the bodies, the world of the souls, and the world of the lights. But this is not the time for that

Someone asked that which means will everyone know their incarnations, or some of the people will not know? Abu al-Sadiq a.s. says: “Everyone will surely know what their hands have put forth and what they presented, and today is the day of the smaller resurrection and the day of the greater revelation. But as to when each one will know, then this depends on you and your faith, and your submission

Someone asked: If someone knew their incarnation, can they fall? Abu al-Sadiq a.s. says: Yes for sure. As I said, the father a.s. does not guarantee in this stage anyone except for the forty and the Mahdis a.s

Someone asked I am Iraqi must we stay in Iraq or we are allowed to be in other countries? Abu al-Sadiq a.s. says: You are allowed until the Father a.s says otherwise

Someone says how did Solomon a.s. bring the throne of Balqees a.s. Abu al-Sadiq a.s. said: Folding the earth

Someone asked Abu al-Sadiq what would you ask yourself, I am looking for the question you want us to ask. So Abu al-Sadiq a.s. replied: You ask
my beloved what will benefit you in your path. As for my question to myself it won’t benefit you now.

NorhanKQ: Someone asked, the folding of the earth means folding of time and space? Aba alSadiq a.s. said: Yes something like that, and it is a very advanced stage which the believer can reach

NorhanKQ: Someone asked: Is this is the last round and do all of us come back whether good or not? Aba alSadiq a.s. answers: Yes everyone have incarnations whether a believer or not, and this is clear by the return of Cain and Pharaoh and and and . And no this is not the last round for everyone, it is the last for some people only.

NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s. says: “The person is judged based on all his incarnations, meaning the final result determines”
NorhanKQ: Aba alsadiq a.s. says: Whoever does not obey, is in sin

NorhanKQ: Brother Aal Almahdi says that my master Aba alSadiq a.s. said he would answer your questions based on the instruction I (brother Aal Almahdi ) put, which is to decrease the text and leave it empty for just the question and the answer

NorhanKQ: Aba alSadiq a.s. says I apologize to you my beloved ones I must go
NorhanKQ: And I greet you all

NorhanKQ: I apologize dear brothers and sisters, the text was going so fast and there were many copy and pastes so it was hard to follow in fast manner